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INDUSTRY NEWS

IMPROVED MARINA MANAGEMENT EXPERIENCE
FOR YARINGA BOAT HARBOUR

Y

aringa Boat Harbour (YBH), located
southeast of Melbourne on the
waterways of the northern arm of
Westernport Bay is a large marine
service precinct. It offers marine services
with 17 factory sites, 110 wet berths, an
extensive boatyard, trailer boat storage,
undercover storage and a new dry store
on the horizon.
Yaringa Boat Harbour was searching
for a new management system that
would assist with the overhaul of their
existing policies and procedures. In
June 2020 after months of extensive
research, YBH began to transition to the
Marina Master (MM) software. Marina
Master is a cloud-based management

system that offers a raft of customisable
modules and unique integrations to
give owners, managers and staff full
control of their business and site.
“Marina Master offered us a complete
Harbour Management System that
not only would service our immediate
requirements but enable us to develop
a system commensurate with the future
expansion of our Harbour facilities. We
had clear requirements to integrate into
our accounting system which Marina
Master was able to provide. We were
also driven by the backup provided in
Australia by the Marina Master personnel
via DASH Symons. To this day their
service has been excellent”, stated Marc
Aliotti, General Manager, Yaringa
Boat Harbour.

A leap forward for marina
owners, managers, staff,
and customers
The implementation of the system
had its challenges, 2020 was an
interesting year for all, especially
for those in Victoria who were
in a hard lockdown for much of
the year. 100% of the training
and implementation setup was
remote, with face-to-face meetings
replaced with Zoom calls. Even
with all these challenges the system
setup and rollout went smoothly,
thanks largely to the Australian MM
team headed up by DASH.
Since the successful
implementation YBH management
and staff have been able to increase

productivity and put in place simple
yet effective procedures thanks to the
intuitive and customisable MM platform.
Yaringa Boat Harbour staff have the
benefit of utilising the bank feed, asset
and maintenance module, online lead
generation form and all other basic MM
modules. The ability to have leads input
directly from a form on their website
and track the leads through MM has
drastically reduced the time taken to
manage leads. The ability to complete
and track daily maintenance checklists
has reduced the need for paper-based
file storage and the bank feed allows
account and finance staff to easily
allocate all EFT and other payments that
are not automatically allocated by the
MM payment gateway.
Yaringa Boat Harbour has been through
a transitional stage over the past two
years whilst under new ownership &
management. It has been through a
“rebranding” process and a gradual
improvement of infrastructure and
service upgrades. Part of this upgrade
was to implement the Marina Master
Software to provide the necessary
management tools for the continual
upgrades that are in the pipeline. Marina
Master and DASH continue to work with
Yaringa Boat Harbour to ensure that the
software keeps pace with these marina
upgrades. The further expansion of new
docks within the Harbour, the acquisition
of a 75T travel lift & a 38T trailer and
the expansion of hard stand yard
capacity are just some of the exciting
developments leading into 2022.

YACHT HAVEN MARINA CONTINUES
TO GROW TO MEET DEMAND

Y

acht Haven Marina continues to be an east coast landmark
in Phuket Thailand, with the marina reaching another
milestone as the installation of additional pontoons gets
underway as part of their expansion plan. The installation of
the pontoons marks a significant addition to welcoming super
yachts from across the globe as Thailand continues to grow as
a world-class boating and charter destination.
In 2015 MarineTek installed a 260m pontoon and three 50m
fingers. The installation of the eighteen new pontoons by
MarineTek will add 14 new berths to the current 320 berth
marina, that will be able to accommodate yachts up to 50m
in length. The pontoons are constructed to comply with
international standards for marine ecosystem protection, and
will be equipped with electrical power, freshwater connections,
and 24-hour security services across the property.
The super yacht pontoons are the largest products in the
Marinetek marina pontoon range and have been designed for
the biggest boats and super yachts in modern marinas.
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Jai Dhillon, Business
Development at Phuket
Yacht Haven commented,
“At Yacht Haven we aspire
to provide our clients with a
distinct marina experience
by steadily adding to our
facilities and services
that outshine our clients’
expectations.”
Yacht Haven Marina is
internationally accredited with ISO9001, ISO14001, Clean
Marina Level 4 and 4 Gold Anchors. The marina is considered
a naturally safe harbour due to its scenic natural surroundings.
The marina is equipped with a Bistro-style restaurant and a
wide range of facilities & services including fuel, shuttle service,
accommodation, office and storage spaces, toilets, showers,
gym, and swimming pool.

